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Course Outline
 Finance 1A has 9 core topics as followings

 Topic 2 → 7 essentially concern with the concept of THE TIME VALUE OF 
MONEY. Despite of being presented under varied contexts Bank Loan, 
Bond Market or Share Market) and thus, different formulae, the base maths 
underlying such formulae are those presented in Topic 2 and 3. 

Therefore, a thorough comprehension of Topic 2&3 would 
ensure 70% of your final grade.

 Topic 7&9 account for essay-based questions on final exam. I got you 
covered! All possible questions are thoroughly demonstrated.

 Notation Hierarchy: As lecture notes are too brief and haphazardly 
organized, and textbooks are excruciatingly detailed, I attempt to 
reconcile these two extremities. Note is organized in a hierarchical, 
textbook-sorta manner, yet, only key points + formulae + occasional 
lecturer's good points find their way into this note.
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Notation Hierarchy

Notation Order Meaning

Yellow
Highlight
Toggle

Highest
order
1

Represents a core concept within a topic. Normally, a topic
is broken down into 3 4 yellow highlight toggles

Red Toggle 2 Represents variation of a concept.

Bold Toggle 3 At this point, I'm kinda obsessed with this toggle thing

Bold Bullet
Point

Lowest
order
4

Key point (formulae, explanations ...)

Light Bulb
Lowest
order
4

Takeaway

 For further inquiry or tutoring service (not only Finance units), please 
contact me via anhson25499@gmail.com

https://www.notion.so/Yellow-Highlight-Toggle-729e84f644984c079fb361de64a0054c
https://www.notion.so/Red-Toggle-5dcb5151306440c0a8037d3bce85894a
https://www.notion.so/Bold-Toggle-b89e6bdfc5844888b40d746e7925e523
https://www.notion.so/Bold-Bullet-Point-c3dab7700fd747f28cb60c3bea8d4ea1
https://www.notion.so/Light-Bulb-8575ed7aaf13455e898facd641e443d7
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[Topic 1] The Financial System 
& Interest Rates

THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

The role of the financial system is to gather money from people 
and businesses with surplus funds and channel it to those who 
need it

The flow of funds through the financial system

Indirect financing: Why would banks act as intermediaries in indirect 
financing?

 Take deposits and convert into loans, earn the “spread” of 
borrowing and lending rate

 Have the capacity to deal with both demand and supply of funds

Examples of indirect market transactions 
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INTEREST RATES

Real rate of interest - an interest rate determined after adjusting 
for inflation, which is rarely observable

Nominal rate of interest - the rate that actually exists at any 
point in time and we actually observe in the marketplace (non 
inflation-adjusted)

Determinants of Interest Rates

Return on investments Demand side)

Time preference for consumption Supply side)
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Factors affecting Demand B  and Supply L  for funds 

Factor
Demand

B
Supply L

Real
interest rate

#

Increase in
Corporate tax rate

DECREASE NO EFFECT DECREASE Untitled

Increase in Income
tax rate for
individuals

NO EFFECT DECREASE INCREASE Untitled

Increase in
Demand for goods
and services

INCREASE NO EFFECT INCREASE Untitled

Increase in
Government
deficit

INCREASE NO EFFECT INCREASE Untitled

The Fisher Equation

Full Fisher equation 

Simplified Fisher equation

Implications

 Real interest rate falls when inflation increases

 Interest rate tends to rise (fall) during economic expansion 
(contraction)

https://www.notion.so/ba8533028d62413f887c36f0b29eb836
https://www.notion.so/5934b3b7ce2c414fbde339cb4dbfad37
https://www.notion.so/a131a729e64149f291557ce68de7809e
https://www.notion.so/97a1bb77f5784d61976258265cb1a2b8
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[Topic 2] The Time Value of 
Money

THE TIME VALUE OF MONEY

$1 Today VS $1 Tomorrow

Why does the value of money change with time? The 
concept is based on the idea that most people prefer to 
consume goods today rather than wait to have similar 
goods in the future. Since money buys goods, they would 
rather have money today than in the future. Thus, a dollar 
today is worth more than a dollar received in the future. 
Another way of viewing the time value of money is that your 
money is worth more today than at some point in the future 
because, if you had the money now, you could invest it and 
earn interest. Thus, the time value of money is the 
opportunity cost of forgoing consumption today.

Timeline for Problem Solving

 The interest rate is 5%

 The initial cash outflow is $10,000 meaning company spends 
money on purchasing equipments

 At the end of year 1 to year 5, company receives 5 cash inflows, 
which are revenues

Two Types of Interest Rate
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Suppose you deposit $1 in the bank. How much would you 
have at the end of n years? If the rate were to be quoted as:

Simple Interest

Simple Interest is interest on the original principal only 

Value of the deposit after n years

Compound Interest

Compound Interest includes not only simple interest but 
also interest on interest

Value of the deposit after n years

FUTURE VALUE AND COMPOUNDING 

Future Value is the sum to which an investment will grow after 
earning compounding interest.

Formula
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Example: Suppose you have an opportunity to make a $5000 
investment that pays 15% per year. How much money will you have at 
the end of 10 years?

The Power of Compounding: The higher the interest rate, the faster 
the value of an investment will grow, and the larger the amount of 
money that will accumulate over time
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On an unrelated note: If you better yourself by 1% everyday for 1 
year, the improvement is fairly unobservable on a daily basis but 
you actually will end up 1 1% ^365 38x better

PRESENT VALUE AND DISCOUNTING

Present Value is the value today of a future cash flow. 
Calculating the present value involves discounting future cash 
flows back to the present at an appropriate discount rate.

Formula

Example: Suppose you are interested in buying a new car a year from 
now. You estimate that the car will cost $120,000. If your local bank 
pays 5% interest on savings deposits, how much money will you need 
to save in order to buy the car as planned?
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On an unrelated note: If you deteriorate by 1% everyday for 1 
year, the deterioration is fairly unobservable on a daily basis but 
you actually will end up 1/ 1 1% ^365 39x worse

APPLICATIONS

Finding the Interest Rate i

Formula

Example: Mark borrows $30,000 from Bill and promises to repay 
him the amount of $47,500 in 10 years. What rate of return would 
Mark be paying on the 10-year loan?


